
Body language and 

how dogs learn



Session Objectives

• Understand what dogs are communicating through their 

body language 

• Recognise common appeasement and displacement 

behaviours

• Understand the main principles of how dogs learn

• Understand why it is important to know how dogs learn



What does a dog’s body language tell us?



How we respond and how the dog 
feels about a situation will affect 
what the dog learns



Body Language

Happy, 
relaxed dogs



Relaxed Body Language

To accurately interpret canine 

behaviour we must watch the 

dog’s whole body.

And understand that the context 

in which the behaviour is being 

shown impacts on the emotion 
behind the behaviour.



Relaxed Body Language

Body free 

from tension

Relaxed mouth 

and face (can be 

open or closed)

No aversion of 

gaze, hard stare or 

furrowed brow
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Relaxed Body Language 

Weight evenly 

distributed

Relaxed mouth





Relaxed body language

- Play can be a good indicator of mood

- Most dogs have to feel comfortable to play

- This may be social play or play with items / toys

- There are a number of body language indicators we can look for to 
identify playful intent 



Identifying play

Behavioural indicators

Tail position Vocalisations

Role reversal
Exaggerated 

movements 
Bouncy

Play bow

How a dog plays will be individual to the dog. 







Signs a dog is feeling 
less comfortable



Appeasement Gestures

The purpose of appeasement signals seems to be to defuse potential conflict

The appeasing dog may seek to increase distance or avert conflict

Yawn

Lip lick

Ears back

Roll over

Smile/ submissive grin

Tail tucked

Low head
Turn away/ 

weight shift

Dropped tail 

with tip wagging
Hackles



Appeasements

Nose lick or lip 

lick and tight 

mouth/lips

Body weight shifted 

away

Head turned away 

slightly
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Appeasements 



Ears down

White of eye

Mouth pulled back and 

wrinkled muzzle –

appeasement grin



Appeasements

Tension 

through the 

body, with 

commonly 

legs raised

The tail is tucked





Displacement behaviours

Normal behaviours performed out of context that often occur when a dog is frustrated or conflicted.

Can sometimes occur at times of conflict

Examples:

Sniffing

Drinking

Shaking off

Scratching

Rolling

Yawning





Canine Ladder of Aggression

BSAVA 2009



How to respond



Assess Before Action

We want dogs to be happy and relaxed but are 
aware this is not always possible 

• We need to watch their body language 

• Make an assessment based on how the dog is 

• Choose an action appropriate to help the dog feel more comfortable 





Assess Before Action

- Constant observation of any changes from the dog

- During any interaction or activity with a dog

- Particular attention must be paid during any close / formal handling or if we are 
introducing the dog to something new to them – new people or entering a new 
place



How dogs 
learn and how 
this impacts 
behaviour



How dogs learn

Dogs are learning all the time

They can learn from the world around them – through their  
environment 

Or they might learn from us – through interactions and training



How dogs learn

Repeated Exposure

Simple Association

Trial and Error Learning



Learning through repeated exposure

Like us, dogs can learn about something through repeated exposure based on a 
reflex response to that event. 

Or they may develop a reaction to 

the situation 

They may learn all is ok and there 

is no need to react to anything



Simple 
Association 
Learning



Simple association learning

A     predicts     B

This is going to 

hurt/ be 

frightening



Trial and error 
learning



Trial and error learning

What happens after a behavior occurs (the consequence) matters 
as it may affect the likelihood of the dog responding in the same 
way in the future.

If something good* happens, the likelihood of the behaviour being 
repeated increases.

If something bad* happens, the likelihood of the behavior being 
repeated reduces and the dog may escalate their behavioural 
response.

*Note: good and bad is according to the 

INDIVIDUAL DOG’S perspective!



Trial and error learning



Trial and error learning



Trial and error learning

If we respond appropriately to the lower level behaviours 

(appeasement gestures) the dog might not feel the need 

to escalate.



Trial and error learning



Trial and error learning



Trial and error Learning



How do we interpret body language?

• Watch the dog’s whole body and face

• Understand that the context in which the 
behaviour is shown

• Is the dog increasing or decreasing the 
distance between themselves and the 
relevant stimulus 

• Consider what the dog is learning – monitor 
behaviour over time to measure changes in 
behaviour



How do we interpret body language?

• When using paperwork it may ask staff to 
choose from a list of labels – for examples 
on Formal Assessment

• Select the option but always describe 
observable body language as well

• This will help prepare the next person for 
when they interact with the dog



Assessment forms

At Dogs Trust we use standardised assessment forms 

– many benefits, but also some disadvantages  

Make use of areas for more detailed notes to describe body language



Summary

•

• We should constantly observe canine body language – Assess Before Action

• Canine body language could represent a change in emotion / motivation from the 

dog – responding to it may keep up safe and reduce aggression

• Dogs learn the behaviours which they feel are effective in getting what they need, 

if the behaviour has worked in the past, it is more likely to be used again

• When we describe body language it is better to ‘say what you see’ rather then use 

labels

• This includes on assessment paperwork used in shelters



Questions?



Further Resources

https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/latest/20

21/how-to-read-your-dogs-body-

language

https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/latest/2021/how-to-read-your-dogs-body-language


Thank you for listening 


